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The Dissociative ExperiencesScale (DES) was developed
lO ser"e as a clinical lool lO help identify patients with dissociative psychopathology and as a research tooll0 provide
a mcans of quantifying dissociative experiences. Though its
dcvelopmcntand initial validation ha"e been describcd clsewhere (Bernstein & Putnam, 1986), considerable ncw
research has provided extensive norms for the scale and new
information on the scale's reliability and validity. We presem here information that should be pertinent to a wide
variety of contexts in which the scale is used.

ABSTRACT
Tht aut/wrs reviLw a wide ranq ojstudies thaI rdate to llu nlJn11S,
uliability, and 1HJ/idity a/flu Di.ulxiativt Expmnues Scale (DES).
AP/J'roPriatuJin;culand rfMurch ust oftIlL scaleaudiscus.s«f logdhrrwith!adoranalyticstudits and fruitful statistical analysis m~th
ods. CUrmll r~rch with theOES isdescrilxd and promising MW

research questions are highlightM. Suggestions are madefor translntingalld using the DES in otllumltura. A 5«Ond vn:sion o/lhe
DES, which i..s easier to score, is inclu.ded as an appmdix.

INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of me role of dissocial..ive symptoms
in psychological disorders has changed sign ificantly over the
last decade. Previously, dissociative disorders were thought
to be rare and the role of dissociation in other mental disorders was not given much consideration. But recent studies have found prevalence rates for multiple personality disorder (the most severe of the dissociati\'e disorders) that
range from 2.4 to 11.3 percent of inpatient psychiatric samples (Bliss &Jeppsen, 1985; Graves, 1989; Ross, 1991; Ross,
Anderson, Fleisher, & Nonon, 1991). Furmermore. high
rates of dissociati"e symptOms ha\'e been found in samples
of subjects ",im postrraumatic stress disorder (Branscomb,
1991; Bremner, Soumwick, Brett, Fontana, Rosenheck, &
Charney, 1992; Carlson & Rosser-Hogan, 1991; Kulka,
Schlenger, & Fairbank, 19 ; Waid, 19 ) and in subjeclS
with histories ofchildhood abuse (Anderson, Yasenik. & Ross,
in press; Chu & Dill, 1990; Coons, Bo",man, Pellow, &
Schneider, 1989; Coons, Cole, Pellow, & ~lilstcin, 1990;
Goodwin, Chee\'cs, & Connell, 1990; Herman, Perry, & van
der Kolk. 1989; Ross, Anderson, Heber, & ;:":onon, 199Oa;
Sanders & Giolas, 1991; Sanders, McRoberts, & Tollefson,
1989; van del' Kolk, Perry, & Herman. 1991). These and
omer findings reviewed below indicate that dissociation may
be an important process for a large number of psychiatric
patients.

DESCRIPTION AJ.'\,'1J APPROPRIATE USE
OF THE SCALE
The Dissociati"e E.xperiences Scale is a brief, self-report
measure of the frequenC)' of dissociati"e experiences. The
scale ",,-as conceptualized as a trait measure (as opposed to
a state measure) and it inquires about the frequency of dissociati\'e experiences in the daily Ih'es of subjects. The scale
"'as de\'eloped to provide a reliable. '<tlid, and com'eniem
way to quantif}' dissociati\'e experiences. It was designed to
be useful in detennining the contribution ofdissociation to
various psychiatric disorders and as a screening instrument
for dissociative disorders (or disorders ,\ith a significanl dissociative component such as posuraumatic stress disorder).
A response scale that allows subjects to quantify their experiences for each item was used so that scores could reflcct a
wider range of dissociath'c symptomatology than possiblc
using a dichotomous (yes/no) formal.
Though the scale has been used to measure dissociation in non-clinical (normal) populations, this was not its
intended purpose and users should be aware of this. Since
non-clinical subjects l)pically score in a fairly narrow range
at the low end of the scale on tlle DES, small differences
among these subjects may not be meaningful.
Similarl)', since the DES "-as developed foruse with adults
(persons 18 or older), the language used and the experiences described are appropriate for adults, but may not be
appropriate forrounger persons, Though me scale has been
used in research on persons between 12 and 17 from both
the general population and from a psrchiatric sample (Ross,
Ryan, Anderson, Ross, & Hard)" 1989; Sanders et aI., 1989),
the validity of scores for persons under 18 has not )'et been
ilwestigated. The scores rna}' have a different meaning for
younger persons because they may interprel the questions
differently. We are now in the process of developing a DES
suitable for use with adolescents.
Finally, the DES was nOl intended as a diagnostic instnl-
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melle High DES scores should not be conslrued as an lndicatorofa dissociative disorder diagnosis. The section on the
use of cutoff scores provides information about the use of
the DES in detecting patients with dissociative disorders.
Researchers or clinicians who walll a diagnostic instrument

should consider using adiagnostic inler-liew fordissociativc
disorders (see Clinical Use section, below).

TABLE 1
i"lean or median DES scores across populations for various studies.

Study Number

PopUlation
Sampled

3

4

I'

2'

General Population
(AdullS)

4.4
(34)

4.9
(2S)

7.S
(415)

Anxiety Disorders

6.7
(53)

3.9
(13)

lOA
(97)

AfTecth'c Disorders

E.ning Disorders

12.7
(102)

6.0
( 14)

16.1

12.7
(30)

(120)
Late Adolescents

Schizophrenia

23.8

14.1
(31)
20.6
(20)

5

(259)

12.6

20.1
(19)

Borderline Personality
Disorder

7

DDNOS

MPD

9'

10

6.4
(30)

3.7
(25)

16.7
(30)

17.8
(25)

10.5
(15)

18.2

( 13)
19.9
(62)

Inpatient/Childhood Abuse

PTSD

S'

Il.S
(lOS)
17.7
(61)

(20)

6

31.3

30.0

(10)

(116)

26.1
(26)

40.8
(29)

29.S
(99)

3S.3
(6)

55
(33)

42.8
(22S)

45.2

.
57.1
(20)

40.7
( 17)

41.1
(35)

27
(53)

(20)

• Denotes median scores shown; Studies numbered as follows: 1:: Bernstein & Pulllam, 1986; 2:: Ross, Nonon, &
Anderson, 1988; 3 == Frischholz et aI., 1990; 4 = Carlson et aI., unpublished data; 5 == Coons et aL, 1989;
6 = Branscomb. 1991; 7 = Bremner, Southwick. Brett. Fontana, Rosenheck, & Charney, 1992; 8 = Chu & Dill, 1990;
9:: Dcmitrack et al., 1990; 10'" Goldner et aI., 1991.
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item 25 was left out of the scale when it was printed in the
article appendix.

DEVELOPJ\fLVT OF THE SCALE

The items for the DES were de\'eloped from interviews
with persons with DS.\f-1II diagnoses for di.ssociati\'c disorders and in consultation with experts in the diagnosis and
treaunent of dissociative disorders. Items were dC\'cloped
that included experiences of disturbance in memory, identity. awareness, and cognition. These included experiences
usually labeled amnesia, depersonalization, derealization,
absorption. and imaginath'c im'oh'cment Experiences of the
dissociation of moods or impulses were excluded from the
scale so that the items would not overlap \\-ith alterations in
mood and impulses associated "';lh affective disorders. In
other words, it was thought desirable to avoid having a dissociation scaleon .....hich somesubjecLS might have high scores
resulting only from frequent experiences of alterations in
mood or impulses. Items were worded to be comprehensible to the widest possible range of indi\iduals and to avoid
implications of an}' social undesirability of the experiences.
A discussion of the response scale used on the original
vcrsion ofthe scale is pro\ided in Bernstein & Putnam (1986).
[A second version ofthe scale was recently developed to pI'''
vide a scale which is easier to score, but still provides some
precision in quantification (see section 011 DES II below).J
Pilot testing of the scale "'as completed on two preliminary forms ofthe scale using normal and schizophrenic subjects. These samples were chosen SO that we could insure
that questions were understood by a ""i.de range of subjects,
indudi ng those ""ith se·...ere psychiatric disordcrs_ Comments
",,'ere also solicited from clinicians treating patients ",ith dissociativc disorders.
AD~fiN1STRATIONAND

SCORING OFnu: SCALE

The scale is a self-report measure. so it is self-administered. Through directions on the cover sheet of the scale.
subjects are instructed to only consider those expericnces
not occurring under the influence of drugs or alcohol when
marking ansv..ers. In cases when the subject is illitcrate or
has difficulty reading, the instructions and questions can be
read aloud and repeated and the subject can be assisted in
marking the appropriate question. Ifa subject does not understand the response scale line, he or she can be told that the
0% end means, Ihis never happens to rou, ~ and the 100%
end means that, !his is alway'S happening to rou. ~
The scale is scored b)' measuring the mark made b)' the
subject to the nearest 5 millimeters for each item. Thus,
scores on each item can range from 0 to 100 and can be any
multiple of fh-e (0,5, 10, 15, 20, etc.). A total score for the
entire scale is determined by calculating the average score
for all items (add all item scores and divide by28). An alternative form of the scale is available that is easier to score as
it has a response scale lhat involves circling an answer (sec
section on DES II below).
It is important to obtain acopyofthc original DES rather
than copy the appendix of the Journal ofNmmw and Mental
Distase article. Because the article is reduced in size. the
response line is not 100 mm in the appendix. In addition,

NORMS
Numerous sludies have collected DES data on a wide
range of clinical and non-clinical populations. The means
and standard dc\i.ations (or medians) and the number of
subjects (in parclllheses) for a selection ofsamples from various studies are shown in Table I. The table is arranged with
low-scoring groups toward the tOP and high-scoring groups
toward the bouom. Studies are arranged in the table for case
of comparison across groups. not in chronological order.
Though there is some variation in scoring across samples,
lhe mean scores and the ranking ofgroup scores within studies are extremely consistent across studies.
It should be noted that scores do not necessarily reflect
le\'e1 of psychopathology since man}' DES items ask about
non-pathological forms of dissociation (such as dar·dreaming). Consequently. DES scores may ha\'e different meanings across clinical and non-clinical samples. For example,
late adolesccnts score relatively high on the DES (at a le"e1
similar to eating disorder subjects) , but they tend to endorse
mild to modcrate experiences of dissociation.
RELIABILITY
As described above, the DES was designed as a trait mea~
sure of dissociation. We ha\'e discussed elsewhere how the
DES might be conceptualized as measuring dissociati\'ity
(Carlson & Putnam, 1989). We expect. then, stable scores
O\'er shoneI' periods of time and consistency in scores across
items.
Results ofstudies of the reliability of the DES are shown
in Table 2 (Bcmstein & Putnam, 1986; Frischholz, et. al.,
1990; Pitblado & Sanders, 1991). These results show that the
DES has good test-retest reliability and internal reliability
(split-half and Kuder Richardson). According to Rosenthal
and Rosnow (1991), ~For purposes of clinical testing, reliability coefficients ofapproximately .85 or higher may be considererlas indicative ofdependable psychological tests. ~ (p.50).
The lower reliability coefficient reported by Pitblado and
Sanders (1991) no doubt reflects the homogeneity oftbeir
college student sample as a restriction of range in scores will
result in areduced correlation coefficienL In addition. interrater reliabilit}' for the scoring of the DES was studied by
Frischholz et aI. (1990) who found a coefficient of relative
agreement of .99 across scorers (n=20).

VALIDITY

The validity of the DES has been established by studies
which collected data relevant to the construct validity and
the criterion validity of the scalc.

ConslTUd Validity
Construct \'3lidi ty refers to an instrument's ability to accurately measure a construct, in this case dissociation. According
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TABLE 2
Reliabilit}' or tile DES

Test-Retest Reliability
N

,

P

Bernstein & Putnam (1986)

26

.81

<.0001

4 to 8 weeks

Frischholz CI al. (1990)

30

.96

<.0001

4 weeks

Pitblado & Sanders (1991)

16

.79

<.0001

6to 8 weeks

test/retest interval

Intenlal Reliability
Split-Half
N

,

P

Bernstein & PUlIlalll (1986)

73

.83

<.0001

Pitblado & Sanders (1991)

16

.93

<.0001

Cronbaeh's Alpha
Frischholz et al. (1990)

321

to AnastaSi (1988), all information about the validit}, and
reliability of a lest contributes to ilS construct validity.

The most obvious evidence of the constrUCt validity of
the DES is the fact that those who afC expected to score high
on the test do score high and those who are expected to
score low do score low. Table I shows lhal those with PTSD.
DONOS. and MPO score vcry high on the scale. It is appropriate that the highest scores on the DES would be earned
by subjeclS with dissociative disorders. The high scores of
PTSD subjects are consistent with previous descriptions in
the literature of high dissociative symptomatology in this
population (Blank, 1985; Kolb, 1985). General population
adullS earn very low scores, as expectelj. The moderately
high scores earned by subjects who were late adolescents is
consistent with prior research showing high levels of dissociation in coliegestudenlS (e.g. Di."on, 1963; Myers&Grant,
1970). High scores in subjeclS with eating disorders is consistent with a wide range of fmdings in that area (see
Dcmitrack, ct aL, 1990.)
Two specific methods ofassessing construct validity include
com'ergem \'alidit}, and discriminant validity. To eSlablish
convergent \'alidity, one shows that the ne\\' instrument correlates well ....i th other measures ofthe same constnlct. \Vhile
there are no measures of dissociation a\'ailable with estalr

.95

<.0001

lished reliability and \~d.lidity ....i th which to compare the DES,
convcrgent validil)' can be studicd by comparing the scale
to not-yet validated dissociation scales and to measures of
related constructs. Frischholz, Braun, Sachs, Schwartz, Lewis,
Schaeffer, et al. (1991) reported a Pearson correlation of
.52 bet.....een the DES and the Perceptual Alteration Scale (a
not-yet validated dissociation scale) and Nadon, Hoyt,
Register, and Kihlstrom (1991) reported a Pearson correlation of .82 between the two measures. Both of these \'alidit}' coefficienlScompare favorably to the average validity coefficient of.46 reported for the 1\11\11'1 in a meta-analytic study
of ilS validity (RosentJ-Jal & Rosnow, 1991).
Frischholz et aJ. (1991) also correlated DES scores whh
scores on measures ofconsuucts related to dissociation includ~
ing the Tellegan Absorption Scale (TAS) and the Ambiguity
Intolerance Scale (AlS). They found correlations of .39 and
.24 between thetolal DESscoresand the TAS and AIS (respec·
tively) in a sample of 311 coBege studenlS. 'While the coefficients may be diminished by the narrow range of scores in
this homogenous sample, ulere do appear to be moderate
sized relationships between the DES and measures of related constructs. Frischholz et al. conclude that these levels of
con\"ergent \'alidity support the premise that the DES is a
\'ahd measure of dissociation. A different stud}' found small
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correlations between DES SCOTes and measures of hypnotizability (Frischholz et aI., 1992). Those interested in a more
in-depth discussion of the relationship between dissociation
and h)'Pllotizability should see Carlson (in press), Carlson
and Putnam (1989), and Frischholz et aI. (1992).
Discriminant validity is eSlablished by showing that
scores on me new instrument do not correlate highly ....; th
variables thought to be lUlTclated to the constnlcl of interest. Bernstein and Putnam (1986) found nosignificam relationship benn':en DES scores and socioeconomic status or
DES scores and sex. These results were replicated by Ross,
Joshi, and Currie (1990) who found no differences in DES
scores across sex, income level. employment status, education, or religious affiliation in a gencr.aJ population sample
of 1055 adults. In a sample of 35 PTSD Viemam combat \'eleran subjects, Branscomb (1991) found no difference in DES
scores ....' hen comparing across race (Caucasian and African
American). Both the Bernstein and PUUlam (1986) and the
Ross et al. (1990) study found low, negative correlations
between DES scores and age. There are several possible reasons why younger people score higher on the DES. Il may
be because they have more dissociative experiences, because
they are more willing or prone lO report the experiences.
or because they are more likely to interpret their experiencesas matching those described in the DES items. All three
of these possibilities seem likely.
In summary, studies of DES scores for different diagnostic groups and studies of the convergent and discriminant validity of the DES all provide evidence for the conStnlctvalidity ofthe scale. Additional evidence for the constnlCt
validil)' of the DES is provided by faclor analyses of the scale
(see section on Factor Analyses and Subseales below).

Criterion Validity
EvidenCe for the crilerion validil}' of the DES is provided by several studies. Criterion validity is an index of how
well a measure agrees with some crilerion related to the conslructbeingmeasured. In the case ofthe DES, criterion validitywould be established by providing evidence that DES scores
agree with the criteria of OSM dissociative disorder diagnoses.
The first C\idence for criterion \'alidil)' is the high scores
obtained across studies by subjects ....ith dissociative disorders as shown in Table I. Clearly, subjects with DSM-llIdiagnoses ofdissociative disorders obtain higher scores than subjects in any other group.
The concurrent. validity (or predictive capacil}') of the
DES was studied to further establish its crilerion validity.
Concurrent validity compares the results of the measure to
some other criterion measured at the same time. In a large
multicenter study (N;:! 051), a cutoff score was used to classifY subjects from a ps)'chiauic sample as ;\fPD or not-~tPD.
The criterion used in this study was either a DSM-1lI or DSM//l-R diagnosis of ;\IPD. Since psychiauic diagnosis in general is not very reliable, some error was introduced into the
results because of inconsistency in diagnosis. It is quite likely, that many subjects with MPO were misdiagnosed as not
having MPD. Despite these sources oferror, the analysisyielded a sensithity rate (proportion of ;\fPO subjects correctJy

identified) ofi4% and a spccificil}' rale (proportion of not;\fPO subjects correctly identified) of 80% (Carlson ct al.,
1993). Two other studies of the predictive capacity of the
DES ha\'e produced similar results (Frischholz et aI., 1990;
Steinberg, Rounsa\ille. & Cicchetti, 1991), These findings
indicate that the scale has good concurrelll and criterionrelaled \'alidil}'.
FACfORANALYSES At",rn SUBSCALFS
Factor analytic studies of the DES have been done to
clarify the nature of the underlying COI1St.ructs being measured by the scale. One factor analysis was completed on
DES scores from a \•.ide range of psychiauic and nOIH::linical subjects (N;;1574) (Carlson, PUUlam, Ross, Anderson.
Clark, Torem. et aI., 1991). Three main factors emerged
from the anal}'Sis and accounted for a total of 49% of the
variance among item scores. The first factor was thought to
reflect amnestic dissociation and included items 3, 4. 5, 6.
8, I O. 25. and 26. A second factor seemed to represent absorption and imaginati\·c involvement and included items 2, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23. The third factor was comprised of
expericncesofdepersonalization and derealization and included items 7. II, 12, 13, 27, 28. The factors seem to represent
cohesive and relath'el}' independent constructs. This basic
factor structure was replicated in a confirmatory faCtor analysis study by Schwartz and Frischholz (1991).
A factor analysis perfonned on daLa from non-elinical
subjects only yielded a somewhal different pattern of factors. In lhis analysis, three factors cmerged, accounting for
40% of the variance in scores. For non-elinical subjects, the
most variance in scores was attributable to items loading on
an absorption and changabilityfactor (Carlson et a1 .. 1991).
This factor accounted for 18% of the \IDanCe in scores and
included items 12, 14, 15, 16, 17. 18,20,22,23, and 24. A
second factor comprised of derealization and depersonalization items (3, 4, 7. 1I, 12, 13, and 28) accounted for 13%
of the variance in scores. A third factor comprised ofamnestic experiences contained only 3 itelllS (5. 6, and 8) and
accounted for 9% of the \"ariance in scores. A separate fac·
toranal}'Sisstud)'ofdata from a non-clinical population yielded similar results (Ross,joshi. & Currie. 1991). Three factors accounted for 47% of the varianCe in scores, .....ith eight
of the ten items listed aboVe loading onto the first factor.
Researchers and clinicians have used the findings above
to make subscales for measuring subcomponents of dissociation. Some clinicians have indicated that they find the
subscales clinically useful for making diagnostic decisions
such as the differential diagnosis between MPD and DDNGS.
But recent statistical anal}"5Cs ha\'e indicated that the subscaJesderived from factoranal}'SCS like those described above
may not actuall}' measure the subcomponents of dissociatioll that they were thought to. Waller (in press) rC\iewed
the DES for the {welfth edition ofBuros Mental ~1easu rements
Yearbook and noted that DES items are skewed in non-clinical and many clinical samples and that the Pearson correlations (.....hich form the matrix for a factor analysis) are distOrted by skewneSS. He also points out that a common factor
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analysis of skewed data may produce spurious factors.
Waller performed a reanalysis of the dala used for the
Carlson et aL (1991) factor anal)'ses and cOlltTollcd for skc\,'ness ofthe items. He found lhar. when skewness is controlled
for, only onc general factor for dissociation emerges from
the analysis. This general factor underlies all oftbe items of
the DES. The three factors found above seem to reflect the
frequency which which subjects endorse particular items.
Thus. the ~absollllion~ factor may be a "high endorsement
freqllency~factor, the -derealization and depersonalization"
factor Illay be a Mmoderale endorsement frequency~ factor,
and the "amnCSlicdissociation ~ faclormay be a "lowendorsc·
ment frequency" factor. It seems, lhen, that the content of
DES items arc confounded with the frcquenc), or rarity of
expericnces. At present. it is impossible to tell whether subscalc scores for a particular subjcct or group reall)' measure
subcomponents of dissociation, or whether the)' just measure endorsemelll frequency. It appears that the scale will
reliably measure only lhe general dissociation faclOr.
Researchers and clinicians should keep these findings in
mind if they wish to use subscalc scores derived from past
facwr analytic slUdies.
USE OF CurOFF SCORES WITH THE DES
The use of a cutoff score to identify those who might
ha\·e a dissociati\'e disorder or a disorder with a considerable dissociati\'e component isdisctlssed in detail in Carlson
et al. (1993). As described above, using a total score of30
or above to identify those who may be se\'erely dissociati\'e
will resull (on the average) in the cOITeCl identification of
74% oflhose who are MPD and correct identificalion of80%
of those who are not ~'IPD (Carlson et al., 1993). In this analysis, 61 % of those who scored 30 or abo\'e who were not MJ>I)
had posttraumatic stress disorder or a dissociati\'c disorder
other than MPD. This means that a \·el)' high proportion of
those who score 30 or o\'er will probably have a disorder
other than MPD that has a considerable dissociative componen t. A receiver operating characteristics analysis described
in Carlson et al. (1993) indicated that 30 was the optimal
cutoff score in tenns of maximizing the accuracy of predictions.
By applying Bayes's theorem (~'leehl & Rosen, 1955) to
the cUloffanalysis, we can see what effect the low base rates
for MPD ha\'e on the accuracy ofpredictions made from DES
scores. The application of Ba)'e's theorem to the gencral
psychiatric population shows that the probability of a person with MI'D scoring under 30 is quite low: If the anal)'Sis
described above is represcntati\'c, onl}' 1% of those scoring
under 30 will be MI'D. But it is quite probable that those
scoring 30 or over are not actually Jl.lPD. This is because lhe
frequency of MPD is quite low, cven in a psychiatric population (see Introduction for estimates ofprevalence). In fact,
projections from one analp;is indicate tllat only 17% ofthose
in a gi\'en psychiatric sample who score 30 or over on the
DES will actually be MPD psychiatric (Carlson el aI., 1993).
The other 83% of the ~high scol'ers~ will be people who do
not have MPD, though many of these will have PTSD or a dis-

sociative disorder other than MPD. Clinical users of the DES
need to keep these findings in mind and remember that the
DES is not a definitive tool for diagnosing patients with J\tPD,
but is a screening tool to identify those who may have high
levels of dissociation. Reliable and valid stnlctured clinical
illlerviews for dissocialivc disorders are available to aid clinichUls in making diagnoses (see Clinical Usc section, below).
CUNICAL USE OF THE DES
Manyclinicians h;we used the DES as ascreeningdevice
to identify high dissociators, but are unsure how to proceed
when someone obtains a high score on the scale. Most times
that a client scores over 20 or 30 on the DES, the clinician
will walH 10 know more about the dissociative experiences
that contributed to the high score One approach at further
ill\·estigation would be to use the completed scale to interview the client. For each item with a score of 20 or more,
the clinician could ask the client for an example of the dissociative experience (c.g., Can you give me an example of
a time when you found something among yOUT possessions
that you didn"t remember buying?"). With this method, it
is possible (0 find out if a client has understood a question
differently than it was intended. For example, a client might
allswer the above question with, "Sometimes my wife bu),s
me new shirts and I find them in my c1oset."' Clearly, this
experience is not an example of dissociation and the high
score is misleading.
Another approach would be to use one of twO available
stniClUrcd clinical inten1ews for dissociative disorders. The
Dissociative Disorders Interview Schedule developed by Ross
(Ross et al., 1989) and the Stnlctured Clinical hlten'iew for
DSM-I1I-R Dissociati\'e Disorders developed by Steinberg
(Steinberg et a1., 1990) can both be used to make or rule
OUt a dissociative disorder diagnosis.
USE OF THE DES IN TRANSlATlON
The DES has been translated for use in several other languages and is available from the authors in French.Spanish,
Italian, Hindi, Cambodian. Hebrew, Japanese, Swedish,
Nom'egian,and Czech. Translationsare cUITendyin progress
ror a version of the DES in German. Translations of the DES
ha\'e allowed comparison of Dutch, French, and American
dissociativesubjecls (Ensink&van Otterloo, 1989; Malarewitz,
1990). In the Ensink and van Ouerloo study, subjects \',1th
MJ>D obtained scores quite similar to those found in the
Bcmstein and Putnam (1986) study. The DES has also been
translated into Cambodian and has been used to measure
Icvels of dissociation in Cambodian refugees living in tlle
United States (Carlson & Rosser-Hogan, 1991).
There arc scveral important issues to be aware of when
translating psychological measures across languages and cu1tures. Some of the most important guidelines for translation ofrescarch instruments are described by Brislin (Brislin,
1986). First, scale items should be translated conceptually,
not literally. This is to insure that colloquial expressions are
not translated literally and that terms and concepts unfa-
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miliar in another culmre do not appear in the translated
items. Second, it is sometimes ",<ise to eliminate items that
do not make sense conceptually in another culture or population. For example, in translating the DES imo Japanese,
it was sensible to add "'riding a bicycle~ to the other modes
of transportation listed in item one. Third, it is important
to include new items that represent experiences thatdo OCCli r
in the second culture, but were not panoftheculmral experience of those for whom the measure was originally developed (A. Kleinman, personal communication, October
1991). Fourth, it is crucial to perform a blind backtranslation of the translated measure so that the backtranslation
can be compared and reconciled with the original \·ersion.
This process provides a necessary check on the accuracy of
the translation.
When imerpreting DES scores from a translated version
ofthe DES, it is important to remember that the DES willllot
necessarily ha\'e the same level of reliability or validity when
it is used in another language or culture. The reliability and
validity of the scale in any new culture musl be established
independentJy. Similarly, DES scores do not necessarily ha\'e
the same meaning across cultures. For example. a score of
30 on the DES may have a different meaning outside of the
Uniled States or in subcultures within the Uniled States.
This means the cutting score suggested here for screening
for dissociative pathology is not necessarily an appropriate
cutting score when the scale is given to people from another culture.
THE DES II
A second version of the DES has been developed that is
easier 10 score than the original version. The response scale
has been changed from a visual analog scale to a format of
numbers from 0 to 100 (by lOs). The subject is instructed
to circle a number for each item that best describes the percentage of time they have the experience. A copy of this
measure can be found in Appendix A and researchers and
clinicians are welcome to reproduce the scale for their use
without specific permission. The DES II was tested and found
to produce scores very similar to those on the original DES.
We collected data with the DES 11 on 40 MPD subjects, 36 late
adolescents, and 42 general population adults. We compared
lotal scores for the groups on the new DES to total scores on
the old DES (using data from a large multicenter study) and
found no significant difference between group means for
any group. ~'Iore research should be done to further establish the equivalence of this newfonn of the DES, but we consider the change in the scale to be so minor that we feel confident that the new version will yield results comparable to
those of the old version.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DES SCORES

In the)'earssince the DESwas first published, some issues
related to the statistical anal)'Sis of DES scores have been
raised. Frrst, though we initially suggesled that only nonparametric statistics be used to anal)'Ze DES data, we now

advocaie use ofparametric statistics for moderate sized samples (N)30). We ha\'e come to this conclusion after obserying that for moderate sized samples, mean scores are generally equivalent to median scores. Furthermore, since
sampling distribmioilS of means for DES scores are generally normally distributed, there is less concern about \'iolating the assumption of parametric statistics.
A second issue is that 100 many researchers report onl}'
mean DES scores 10 describe dissociation levels of research
samples. This kind of report is usually not an adequate char~
acterization of the dissociation tendencies of subjects in a
sample. In addition to calculating group means, researchers
should plot score distributions to find out how man)' subjects show different le...els of dissociation. As an alternative,
researchers can calculate the percentage of subjects who
score 30 or higher on the DES. As described in the section
of cutoff scores, a score of30 provides a empirically deri\'ed
breakpoint for dh'iding a sample inlO high and low dissoci·
ators. In addition, it is often useful to examine item scores
of groups when expected group differences in means are
nOI found. In other words, researchers need to exanline their
date for more subtle pattems than group mean differences.
ClJRR.EJ.'IT RESEARCH WITH DES

The DES has been used in a widcvarietyofresearch studies. We will briefly describe a few research approaches that
we belie\'e are particularly useful. First, the scale has been
used to detennine the level of dissociation in samples of
patients with ...arious ps)'chiatric diagnoses, Forexample. the
DES has been used to measure the leo.'e1 of dissociation in
samplcs ofposttraumatic stress disorder patients (Branscomb,
1991; Bremner et aI., 1992), eating disorder patients
(Demitrack et al., 1990; Coldner'et al., 1991), and borderline personality disorder patients (Hennanetal., 1989). The
scale has also been used [0 measure dissociation levels in
non·dinical populations such as the general population (Ross
et al .• 1990). college students (Sanders & Giolas, 1991). and
adolescents (Ross et aI., 1989).
Another fruitful usc of the DES has been to screen for
dissociative patients or sUbgroups within a non-dissociati...e
diagnostic group, In this type of stud)'. the DES is used to
iden ti fy high dissociators in a particular non-dissociati\'C sample. The high dissocialors are then sludied more closely,
often by means ofa structured inten'iew for dissociative disorders. In this way, a particular subgroup can be identified
that is distincti\'e in regard to its IC\'el of dissociation. The
distincth'e level of dissociation may be important in diagnosing, understanding, and treating this subgroup ofpatients.
An example of this type of use includes Ross's study of high
and lowdissociators in a college studemsample (Ross, R)'3.n.
Voigt, & Eide, 1991).
, The DES has also been used to study the relationship of
dissociation to specific clinical features in general population, psychiatric. and medical samples (see Carlson [in press],
fora reo.;ewofthis research). Clinical fealures that ha\'e been
sludied to date in relation 10 dissociation include suicidal ity, self-mutilation, somatization. chronic pelvic pain. pre--
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menstrual syndrome. epilepS)', aggression, and paranormal
experiences (De\;nsky, Pulnam, Grafman, Bromfield, &
Theodore, 1989; Jensvold, Ilutnam, Schmidt, Muller, &
Rubinow, 1989; Loewenstein & Putnam, 1988; Quimby &
PUlnam, 1991; Richards, 1991; Ross, fast, Andcrson, Auty,
& Todd, 1990b; Ross &Joshi. 1992; van der Kolk et al., 1991:
Walker, Katon, Neraas,Jeme1ka, & Massoth, 1992). Similarly,
the scale has been used to sllldy the relationship of dissociation to childhood experiences such as sexual and physical
abuse (Anderson ct aI., in press; Chll & Dill, 1990; Strick &
Wilcoxon, 1991).
A third area ofresearch lhatlooks promising is lhestudy
of the relalionship between dissociation levels and biological processes. One such study has found a significant posi~
Live correlation between DES scores and cerebrospinal fluid
levcls of homovanillic acid and a significant negative corre-lation belween DES .scores and cerebrospinal fluid levels of
Beta-cndot'phin in a sample of eating disorder patients
(Demitrack et al., unpublished manuscripl). A study using
a lessdireci measure ofbiologic.d processes has found a relationship belween DES scores and pain tolerdnce (Giolas &
Sanders, 1991). Giolas and Sandcrs (1991) also found that
those with highcr DES scores reportcd suffering less cvcn
when Lhcy perceived a similar level of pain.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
There arc scveraL areas of rcscarch that, as far as wc
know, havc not yet been explored, but seem LO have great
potential. First, the usc oftlle DES to identify a subgroup of
subjects in a particular population seems particularly weIlsuilcd to the study of some populations not yet ilwestigated
in this way. Two populations that would be particularlyinteresting to study would be criminals and sex offenders. Many
havc speculalcd that males who have histories of ph}'Sical
and/or sexual abuse and who have frcq ucnt dissociativc s)1nptoms may cnd up in lhc criminal justice s}'Stem rdther than
the mental health syslem. Onc could study this question by
identifYing subgroups of criminals and sex offcnders who
arc highly dissociati\'c and investigaling whcther the rates
ofchildhood abuse arc higher for thc high dissociators than
the low dissociators in the population.
Another population that has nOl yet been studied for
dissociative subgroups is that of substance abusers. It iscommonly hrpothesized thaI some people abuse substances in
an cffort to escape from unpleasant feelings (such as anxiery). There may be a subgroup of this popUlation who abuse
substances to escape from unpleasantfC!elings such as depersonalization orclcreali.. .a tion orfrom anxietycauscd byamne-sia for periods of time. To sllldy lhis question. one could
attempt to identify a subgroup ofhigh dissociators and investigate their motivations for substance abuse.
Another quite obvious usc of the DES, which no published study has yet described, is the use of the scale in a
treatment OUlcome study. Trcatrnelll of dissociative disorders should surely result in the reduction of the frequency
and intensiry of dissociative experiences. Simple pre and
postlest measures of dissociation with the DES could establish whether a particular treatmcnt is effective at reducing

dissociative symplomatology.
Further research on dissociation scale development migh t
include studies to establish the equivalence of the DES and
tbe DES II. Studies of lhe reliabiliry and validity of the DES
II would also be uscfulto confirm that the scale performs as
well as the original DES. AJso, it is likely IIlal olhers will try
to de\'e1op dissociation scales that will perform even better
than the DES. New dissociation instruments should be based
on a dearly defined construct of dissociation and should
perform at least as well as the DES in terms ofreliabililY and
yalidil)', High levels of intemal as well as test-releSt reliabililY should be demonslrated. Validiry should be established
by a wide range ofmethods. including critcrion-relatcd validit}', convergcnt validity, and discriminant validity. In addition, there are scveral ways in which a new measure could
impro\·e upon t.he DES. It would be very valuable if a new
measure could distinguish among subjects wilh \'<iriOllS diagnostic groups who show high le\'els of dissociation such as
MPD, dissociative disorder nOI othcl"Wise specified, psychogenic amnesia, psychogenic fugue, and posttraumalic
stress disorder. In addition. items for a new scale could be
developed in a more S)'Slemalic way than were those of the
DES. The numberofitellls in each contenlarca (e.g.. amnestic dissociation, depersonalization, derealization, absorption)
could be balanccd to reprcsent the proportions theoretically expecled or could simply be made equal. Some items
could be madc more specific or more dearly focused 10 represent a particular content arca. Amnesia items could be
designed to separately measure ret.rieval failures for explicit (colHext dependclll) and implicit (colltexl independelH)
memories. These are juSt a few examples of ....'ays in which a
nc\\' scale could measure dissociation in a ....'<iy thaI the DES
does nolo
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the DES has proved a valuable aid 10 those
interested in measuring and studying dissociation. It is being
used quite widely to study rates of dissociation in various
groups, 10 screen for persons who arc highly dissocialive,
and to study relationships between dissociation and other
\'ariables. Because dozens ofstudies lhat use lhe DES 10 measure dissociation are in the planning stages or arc now in
progress, lhose interested in dissociation can look forward
to many new de\·elopments in thc area in lhe coming ycars.
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APPENDIX A
DES
£"e Bernstein Carlson, Ph.D. & Frank W. Putnam. M.D.
Directions: This questionnaire consislS of twent}'-eight questions about experiences that }'ou rna}' have in rour daily life. We are interested in how often you ha\'e these experiences. h is important. however, that your answers show how often these experiences happen to
you when ~'ou ~ under the influence of alcohol or dmgs, To answer the questions. please determine to what degree the experience described in ule question applies to you and circle the number to show what percentage of the time you ha\'e the experience.
Example:
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Some people arc told that they sometimes do not recognize friends or famil)' members. Circle a number 10 show what percentage
of the time this happens to you.
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Some people sometimes ha\'e the experience of feeling as though the)' are standing next to them~h'es or "''a(ching themseh'es do
something and they actually see themseh'es 3.$ if Ihe)' were looking at another penon. Circle a number to shm.' ....hat percentage of
the time this happens to }'Ou.

0%
8.

SO

Some people sometimes find that the)' are approached b)' people who the)' do not know who call them b)' another name or insist
thaI they have met Ulem before. Circle a number to show what percentage oflhe time this happens 10 )'ou.

0%
7.

40

Some people ha\'e the experience of finding nC\>' things among their belongings that they do not remember bu}ing. Circle a number to show what pen:entage of the time this happens [Q }'Ou.

0%
6.

30

Some people have the experience of finding themselves dressed in clothes that the)' don't remember putting on, Circle a number
to show what percentage of the time this happens to }·ou.

0%
5.

20

Some people have the experience of finding themselves in a place and ha\ing no idea how the)' got there. Circle a number to show
what percentage of the time this happens to }'Ou.

0%
4.

10

Some people find that sometimes they are listening to someone talk and they suddenly realize that the)' did not hear pan or all of
what Vias said. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.

0%
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_

Some people have Ihe experience of dri\ing or riding in a car or bus or sub....'a)' and suddenl}' realizing that Uley don't remember
what has happened during all or pan of the trip. Circle a number to shol'l' what percentage of the time this happens to you.
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Some people find that the>' have no memory for some imponant C"enlS in their Ih'CS (for example. a ....edding or gr.W.uation), Circle
a number 10 show what percelllage of the time this happens to you,
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10, Some people ha\'e the experience of being accused of I)ing when they do nOt think that they have lied. Circle a number to show
whal percentage of the time this happens to )'ou.
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II. Some people have the experience of looking in a mirror and not recognizing themsel\·es. Circle a number to show ....hat percentage of the time this happens to you.
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12. Some people have the experience of feeling that other people, objeclS, and the ....orld around them are not real. Circle a number
to show whal percentage of the time this happens to }'Ou,
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13. Some people ha\'e the experience of feeling that their bod)' does not seem to belong to them. Circle a number to shm.· ,",'hat percentage of the time this happens to you.
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14. Somc people have the cxperience of sometimes remembering a pastl"\'cnt so \i\idly that they fed as if they .....ere reliving that C"'enL
Circle a number to show .....hat percentage of the time this happens to you.
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15. Some people have the experience of not being sure whether things that they remember happening really did happen or whether
theyjust dreamed them. Circle a number to show what percenlage of the time this happens to you,
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16. Some people have the experience ofbcing in a familiar place but finding it 5lrange and unfamiliar. Circle a number
percentage of the time this happens to you.
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17, Some people find that when they are watching telC"isioll or a mO\ie they become so absorbed in the story thai they are unaware of
other C\'ellts happening around them. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
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18. Some people find that they become so in\'oln':d in a funtasy ordaydrcam that it fecls as though it .....ere really happening to rhem.
Circle a number to shO\\' what percentage of the time this happem to lOU.
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19. Some people lind that they sometimes arc able to ignore pain. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happells
toyeu.
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20. Some people find that they sometimes sit staring offinlospace, Ihinking ofnolhing, and are nOI aware of the passageofr.ime. Circle
a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
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of the time this happens to }"Ou.
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22. Some people find that in one situation thc}' may act so differently comp;lred with another situation that they feel almost as if Ihey
were

""'0

0%

different people. Circle a number to shOW' what percentage of Ihe time Ihis happens to }"Ou.
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23. Some people sometimes find that in cenain situations they are able to do things .....ith amazing case and spontaneity that would usually be difficult for Ihem (for example, sports, work, social situations, Ctc.). Circlc a number to show what percentage of the tillle
this happens to you.
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24. Some people somctimes find that they cannot remember whether they ha\'c done something or ha\'cjuSt thought about doing that
Ihing (for example, not knowing whether they ha\'e mailed a letter or havcjust thought about mailing it). Circle a number to
showwhal percentage of the time this happens to rou.
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25. Some people find C"ldence that they have done things that they do not remember doing. Circle a num!Jcr to show what percentage
of the time this happens to }"ou.
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26. Some people sometimes find writings. dray,ings. or notes among their belongings that lhe"}' must have done but cannot remember
doing. Circle a number to show what percentage of the lime this happens to you.
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27. Some people sometimes find that they hear voices inside their head that tell them to do lhings or comment on things that they arc
doing. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to }"Ou.
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28. Some people sometimes feel as if they are looking at the world through a fog so thal people and objects appear far away or unclear.
Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to rou.
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Reprinted with permission from Bernstein, E.~L and Putnam, F.W.. DC\·elopment. reliability and \"3.1idiry ofa dissociation scale. Journal
ofNt:rlXlW & Mmtal DiMQ.St. 174.727·735. C Williams & Wilkins. 1986.
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